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On 24th August, we had 7,402 trees in our database and 10,411 photographs 

Welcome to the latest issue of Tree Watch.  

Our 10th anniversary report will be launched on Tuesday 24th October 2017 at 19.30 in St Paul's Parish 

Rooms.  Do come and see what we have achieved over the last 10 years.  There is plenty of parking and 

we’d love to see you there.  See page 3. 

We had a successful 

tree walk in Shinfield 

in July - the photo 

(left) shows the group 

in front of MRN 431.  

Although this tree is 

dead, it is valued as a 

wildlife habitat as well 

as for its aesthetic 

appeal and, as can be 

seen, has a low barrier 

protecting it.  It was 

first measured in 2001 

(before our survey 

began) as part of an 

arboricultural survey prior to the development of the Shinfield Park estate on land previously occupied by 

the Metrological Office, before their redeployment to Exeter.  The photo right shows the tree with its 

protective fence during development of the site in 2001. 

Dead standing trees are an important habitat and I do think that one of WDVTA’s successes during the 

last 10 years has been in enlightening people about this. 

It with very great sadness that I have to tell you that Penny Miller, our Wargrave coordinator, died on 

Monday 21st August after a long and courageous fight against cancer.  I know that phase is frequently used 

when people die from cancer, but I do feel that in Penny’s case it’s more than deserved.  Penny was such 

an incredibly lovely person and will be missed by everyone who had the privilege of knowing her.  There will 

be more about Penny in the next issue. 

The next issue of Tree Watch will be November 2017 and the copy deadline is 31st October.  If you have 

any comments or responses to anything in this issue or contributions for future issues please send them 

to: Elaine Butler - datamanager @ wdvta.org.uk 

Main items in this issue:-   

p2 Events p7 The Shady Site of Town 

p2 Tree Watching from my chair p8 Species in Focus: Golden Rain Tree 

p5 Tree Trails p9 Ten years recording veteran trees 

p5 Farewell and thanks to Fee Young p10 Where is it? 

p6 Did you know? – Biodiversity Forum p10 This month’s acronym:  LEAF 

p7 Profile: Jon Stokes p11 FAQ: associated documents 
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Events – Sept-Dec 2017 

� Tuesday 24th October 2017 – 19:30 - St Paul's Parish Rooms – Launch of our 10th 

Anniversary Report.  Free; car park adjacent. 

Non-WDVTA events: 

� Friday 1st September-Tuesday 31st October – 12:00 & 14:00 – A Treasury of trees walking 

tour – Kew Gardens: www.kew.org/kew-gardens/whats-on/a-treasury-of-trees-walking-tour 

� Saturday 23rd & Sunday 24th September – 10:00-16:00 Hawthorns School, Woosehill - Tree 

related art & Forest school activities. Free; parking at school. Part of Wokingham Arts 

Trail:  www.wokinghamartstrail.co.uk/index.html    

� Monday 25th September – 11:00-13:00 – RTWN-Walk at Basildon Park led by Dr Michael 

Keith-Lucas.  To book a place email rtwn2011@gmail.com and say whether you are an NT 

member (there will be a charge for non NT-members). 

� Saturday 21st October – South-east Tree Warden Regional Forum 2017 – for Tree Wardens 

only: www.treecouncil.org.uk/Shop-Donate/Other-Goodies/ProdID/43/CatID/3 

� Tuesday 28th November - 14:00 RTWN lecture - RISC Conference Hall, London Street, 

Reading - Jon Stokes, popular speaker and Director of The Tree Council will talk about the 

state of Britain’s trees and answer questions.  Contact: rtwn2011@gmail.com - 

www.readingtreewardens.org.uk/upcomingevents.htm 

For up-to-date information - see the events page on our website – wdvta.org.uk/events.php 

TREE WATCHING FROM MY CHAIR                                                            Alison Griffin 

August already and there seem to be plenty of acorns and sweet chestnuts this year.  

The horse chestnut leaf miner damage is very prolific too.  We just need the return 

of some more warm and sunny days to enjoy more summer before the autumn officially 

takes over. 

Earley Green Fair 

The first 

Saturday of August is the 

Earley Green Fair and this 

year it was a mix of sunshine 

and showers.  The display 

boards and material are 

currently drying off in our 

spare bedroom.  Despite the 

weather there was a steady 

stream of visitors to the stall 

and the atmosphere at the 

event was as friendly and 

interesting as previous years.   

Many thanks to Jane Sellwood 

for organising the stand this 

year and to the people who 

came along to help man the 

stall. 

We had offers of walnut and 

oak saplings.  If anyone would like some, get in touch and we can send you the contact details. 

[The photo shows Alison (left) and Cathy Harris, with Jackie Rance, the mayor of Earley.] 
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Sadly departed Earley and Woodley trees 

Several people at the Earley Green Fair told us about a tree close by that fell in the high winds in July.  

It was quickly removed and apart from a damaged garden fence there was little evidence of the tree when 

I went to look.  Grahame Hawker has sent us some photographs of the fallen tree but we do not know if 

the tree was one we had recorded or not.  Anne Booth has been checking the trees around the area.  We 

have just one tree there in the database, MRN 1030, but she could not find it, nor a stump.  This tree had 

a 3.1m girth in 2008 when it was surveyed, but the tree that fell does not look that large in Grahame's 

photographs.  So we have concluded that the tree that fell was probably not a recorded tree and also that 

our recorded tree MRN 1030 has been lost at some time over the last nine years.  If anyone has more 

information, including photographs, about the tree that fell or the loss of any other large trees in that 

area of the park over the last few years, do please let us know. 

In June we heard that MRN 6686 in Woodley was to be felled.  Despite efforts to look for alternative 

routes for the perimeter road and the course of a new water main for the Sandford development site, 

there was apparently no alternative to felling.  The trunk will to be left on site for its ecological value. 

[See MRN 6686 on our webmap for photos of this felled tree.  A full report in the November issue – Ed.] 

Tenth Anniversary Report 

As I write, we have just sent the final set of changes for the printed report to our designer.  By the time 

you read this edition of Tree Watch the report may have been signed off and be at the printers.  It has 

been a lot of effort from a large group of people but we are all pleased with both the content and the 

presentation.  We hope you will be too. 

We are planning an event to celebrate both our 10th anniversary and the launch of the report.  The current 

plans are a mix of presentations, displays and refreshments with plenty of opportunity to meet and talk 

with both members and visitors.   

You are warmly invited to the Launch of the report at 19:30 Tuesday October 24th at St Paul’s 

Parish Rooms in Wokingham.  Please put the date into your diary. 

A key reason for producing the report is to tell people what we have 

done and are doing and to invite them to join us.  This event will be 

an excellent opportunity to showcase our work, so do please invite 

anyone you know who might be interested to hear what we have 

achieved over the last 10 years.  We have produced a flyer (see right) 

to advertise the event and this will be emailed to all our members 

and other interested groups.  We are also listing groups and locations 

where we could advertise the event, but would welcome further ideas 

and suggestions, so please do send us any that you have.  

We are also looking for contact details for someone to make and 

decorate a cake for us.  Please get in touch if you know of someone 

who might be able to help. 

The report will be available on our website as well in the printed 

format.  The website will be interactive, so there will be links to the 

details of trees that are mentioned as well as to many other websites 

for local and national information.  This extension to our website will 

also be launched at the October event. 

Hundreds of previously undiscovered ancient oak trees found in English Countryside. 

This was a headline from ‘The Independent’ that I included in the last Tree Watch.  It was linked to a new 

book “Ancient Oaks: In the English Landscape” by Dr Aljos Farjon of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew.  I 

browsed my copy a month ago and can thoroughly recommend it.  At the time Elaine and I had been emailing 

each other about ages of various oak trees in our survey based on their setting, form and girth.  I scanned 

his chapter on ageing oaks and it was very enlightening.  Using the methods published by various experts 
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he calculated very different ages for a few specific trees he was using as examples.  His conclusions were 

just what Elaine has been saying to us over the years.  For the report, we have chosen a couple of tree 

related quotations.  On our shortlist was one by that prolific author Anon: “An oak tree grows for 300 

years, rests for 300 years, and then spends the next 300 years gracefully expiring.”  As I was browsing 

this book, I was delighted to find a different version of this quotation by John Dryden  
“The monarch oak, the patriarch of the trees,  

Shoots rising up, and spreads by slow degrees.  

Three centuries he grows, and three he stays  

Supreme in state; and in three more decays.” 

The Marton Oak 

In looking at the Ancient Tree 

Hunt website for ancient oak 

trees, I found one of the largest in 

the country is very close to where 

my mother-in-law lives in Cheshire.  

So last time we visited her we did 

a quick detour and I found the tree 

in the back garden of a house.  By 

coincidence, the owner was born 

and brought up in Wokingham and 

was very happy for me to take 

photographs.  It is an English oak 

and is now split into 3 separate 

parts, but the girth is given as 

14.02m on the Ancient Tree Hunt 

website (# 23583).  It was one of 

the 50 trees given a plaque by the 

Tree Council for the Golden 

Jubilee in 2002. 

How well do you know Ordnance Survey Maps? 

Stephen Loyd asked me a question a few weeks ago and I don’t know the answer.  Can anyone enlighten us?  

On the OS maps you can find a few trees specifically marked.  For instance, there are two ‘Oak’ labels at 

the edge of Hurst and Binfield at grid references SU 837 704 and SU 837 705.  Also at the edge of 

Binfield just south of the M4 you can see ‘Elm’ at grid ref SU 844 736.  I have looked at the 1881–87 OS 

maps and this elm is marked on that map too; but the oaks are not labelled.  I have also found other 

instances of these tree labels in the local area, but they don’t correlate with our known large girth trees, 

nor with the Bound Oak in Arborfield for example.  If anyone has knowledge of what criteria are used for 

trees mapped on the OS maps please let us know. 

New area of woodland opened at Kew Gardens 

At the end of July there was publicity for a new 300m walkway at Kew Gardens into an area of woodland 

that has not previously been accessible to the public.  The 16-hectare site was once part of a royal deer 

park and was given to the Gardens by Queen Victoria in 1898.  There are sweet chestnuts planted in the 

1600s as well as yew trees and saplings from the Glastonbury thorn.  If you visit Kew over the next few 

months, do take a look.  [A write up and some photographs for a future Tree Watch too please -Ed]. 

The Oak in Natural History, History and Literature 

This is the title of a day course at the Oxford Department of Continuing Education on June 16th next year.  

These day courses in Oxford always have good lecturers on interesting topics.  Do have a look at the 

details if you are interested:  https://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/search#/?s=O17P207BIJ&sort=relevance 
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TREE TRAILS 

A long time ago Linda Martin produced an excellent tree trail around 

Winnersh Recreation Ground.  I’d driven past this site for years, 

taking my boys to school, but hadn’t thought about walking around it.  

Following Linda’s trail was a revelation.  It really adds so much 

interest to the site.  It is published on our Yahoo site and website 

and Linda produced a laminated version available in the tea-room on 

site.  I hoped that this would encourage other people to devise tree 

trails for their area and Linda was prepared to help with the design 

of such trails; but we have not produced any more trails since then!  

However, we do hope to rectify this in the near future (watch this 

space!).  The Reading Tree Warden Network has produced five tree 

trails (see page 11) and plan to create mobile phone apps for them. 

Nationally there are a variety of tree trails (some are on our Yahoo 

site) and you come across them in the most unusual places; but the 

National Trust is rather remiss here, although there are some on-line 

(such as one for Petworth).  They boast about the veteran trees on 

their properties, but make very little information available.  I’ve been 

to properties which advertised a tree trail on their website, but when 

I asked at the property, the staff knew nothing about it.   

In contrast, I visited 

the delightful Preston 

Tower, a Pele Tower in 

Northumberland, where 

for just £2 honesty box 

entry, in addition to the 

tower history, there was a lovely hand-drawn map of their 

woodland walk with some individual trees identified (see 

photo left). 

I’d like to ask you all to think about producing a tree trail for 

your area.  

 

 

FAREWELL AND THANKS TO FEE YOUNG Kerry Clissold 

When I recently heard the news that Fee would be leaving the area to move south I had a look back 

through Tree Watch to remind me of 

some of her contributions. They 

weren’t difficult to find for two 

reasons.  Firstly, Fee had put a lot of 

work into creating a very useful Tree 

Watch Index. Secondly, she has 

provided quite a few informative 

pieces including her Science Column.  

Having used her index to find her 

profile, I also found articles she had 

written on such diverse subjects as 

the clearing of trees for the 

transportation of the Space Shuttle 

Endeavour, sitting alongside another 

article on the Great Storm of 1987.  In 

fact Fee had four items published in 
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that one issue alone; you can check them out on our website under Tree Watch issue 15. 

Fee has been involved with WDVTA since the beginning, working as both a surveyor and coordinator for 

Winnersh, and as a committee member.  Linda Martin who worked alongside Fee added these reminiscences: 

‘Fee recruited me at the Winnersh Parish Fete.  I was looking for something to do which would give me 

some exercise and she convinced me 

that holding the other end of her 

tape measure would be fun. We 

worked together regularly for a 

couple of years; initially in Winnersh, 

later on in Woodley.  I learnt a lot 

from Fee about trees and other 

wildlife. We both started taking 

photos of galls, tree buds and 

flowers; fungi, insects and anything 

else we saw.  At times it became 

quite competitive (especially taking 

pictures of bees!).  Fee planned to 

have a stall again at the fete and we 

wrote the Bearwood Recreation 

Ground walk leaflet together.  

It was Fee's idea that I should 

volunteer to take on Woodley.  Like 

most people, she did not think there 

were many veteran trees in the area 

and thought it wouldn't take us very 

long - a common mistake! 

Fee is quite happy jumping across muddy ditches and into bramble patches.  I don't think nettles deter 

her either.’ 

Fee, we all wish you well for the future, thank you for everything that you’ve done for WDVTA over the 

years.  We’ll keep sending you Tree Watch! 

[The photos show Fee at work off Forest Road and demonstrating the size of our 5000th recorded tree – 

MRN 5297.  You can read her profile in the issue 15 (November 2012) page 7.] 

 

 

DID YOU KNOW?... Wokingham has a Biodiversity Forum  -  and you should belong to it! 

It was founded in March 2000, and aims to enhance the Borough’s biodiversity by: - 

• Promoting awareness understanding and a wider perspective of biodiversity. 

• Enhancing the level of skills and knowledge within Forum members. 

• Increasing community involvement in biodiversity within the district. 

It’s open to all residents of Wokingham Borough with an interest in wildlife.  Communication is via a 

Yahoo Group (link on p 11). 

This summer Duncan Fisher and Grahame Hawker led evening walks to three of our SANGS – Hazebrook 

Meadow, Mays Farm and Rooks Nest.  Similar walks are planned for next summer, so join the Yahoo 

Group to find out about the meetings and to read reports on this summer’s walks. 

It’s very important that we all participate in this forum; support biodiversity in Wokingham and hold 

WBC to account if we think they are not doing enough. 
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PROFILE – JON STOKES 

I think you all know Jon Stokes.  He is such an enthusitic and inspiring speaker.  He launched our Wokingham 

Tree Warden Network at Dinton Pastures and always gives inspirational talks at the Tree Warden regional 

forums.  Our next one is on 21st October in Surrey and concentrates on Tree Values.  If you can’t make 

that, he’s giving the Reading Tree Warden Network public lecture in November on the state of Britain’s 

trees (see page 2). 

I am the Programme Director at The Tree Council.  I 

graduated in Zoology, Botany and Conservation and my 

work takes me all over the UK and occasionally 

further afield to Europe, the US and Mexico.  

I helped establish The Tree Council’s Tree Warden 

Network which now has 8000 volunteers.  My work 

includes representing the Tree Council on the national 

policy committees for tree health, tree safety, 

orchards, wood-pasture, woodlands and hedges; and 

I’m leading the organisation’s research on Ash 

Dieback in Non-Woodland Situations. 

During my work, I have helped develop ‘Walk in the 

Woods’, ‘Seed Gathering Season’ and ‘The Tree Care 

Campaign’.  These are all major Tree Council 

initiatives that have allowed hundreds of thousands 

of people to participate in tree conservation. 

One important achievement, during nearly 30 years of 

professional tree conservation, was the creation of 

the SANDS (The Still Birth and Neonatal Death 

Society) National Memorial Garden at the National 

Memorial Arboretum near Lichfield. 

I have studied the Wild Gladioli, the ecology of the 

Small Blue butterfly and have written/co-written 

eight books on trees.  I was also a trustee of Plantlife 

for over 10 years and I am an enthusiastic, all-round naturalist with a particular interest in plants, birds, 

whales and lepidoptera. 

Jon Stokes 

 

 

THE SHADY SIDE OF TOWN: READING’S TREES 

This is the title of a small book by Adrian Lawson & Geoff Sawers published in 2017 by Two Rivers Press 

(£8.99)  ISNB: 978-1-909747-28-9 

It is a pleasant, though superficial, description of selected trees in and around Reading.  It includes several 

in Wokingham Borough, mainly Earley and Shinfield.  In spite of that, the list of volunteer groups working 

with local trees does not include WDVTA or Wokingham Tree Wardens, although it does include ‘Friends 

of Dinton Pastures’ and ‘Friends of Highwood’ (Woodley), both of which are in Wokingham.  The location 

of each tree is described, but there are no grid references.  The book is illustrated with accurate charcoal 

sketches of the trees, and most of the eight that are also in our database are recognisable.  These eight 

are listed in a document attached to our tree map (see FAQ page 11). 
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SPECIES IN FOCUS – GOLDEN RAIN TREE  (KOELREUTERIA PANICULATA) 

10 miscellaneous facts about the Golden Rain Tree 

1. Native to north-east China, Korea and possibly Japan. 

2. Introduced to Britain in 1763 by the Earl of Coventry (and planted at 

Croome House in Worcestershire) from seed grown at the Jardin des 

Plantes in Paris, sent there by Pierre d'Incarville (1706-1757), a French 

missionary to China. 

3. In 1809 Thomas Jefferson was sent some seeds from Paris and planted 

them at Monticello, his estate in Virginia.  At least one of the seeds 

germinated and is considered to be the first grown in America. 

4. Also called the goldenrain tree, China tree, varnish tree and Pride of India.  

This can be confusing since it isn’t native to India and Lagerstroemia 

speciosa is also called the Pride of India.  Furthermore, there are two 

other species known as varnish trees – the Chinese lacquer tree 

(Toxicodendron vernicifluum) and the candlenut (Aleurites moluccanus). 

5. An ornamental in UK, it is described as infrequent in large gardens in 

southern England. 

6. It has become naturalised in the USA and is classed as an invasive alien in Florida and other south-

eastern states. 

7. The berries, leaves and young shoots are edible, although 

probably not delicious, with an edibility rating of 2/5 

according to the ‘Plants for a Future’ website! 

8. It is particularly spectacular in August & September.  

Long panicles of yellow flowers are followed by papery 

fruits which ripen from green to orange and red as the 

leaves turn yellow. 

9. The TROBI Britain and Ireland Champion for girth is in 

the grounds of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, with a girth 

of 2.28m in 2010.  Their 

largest entry had a girth 

of 2.48m in 1920, but was 

dead by 1997.  The Berkshire County Champion is at Eton College, with 

a girth of 1.26m in 1997.  None have been recorded by the Ancient 

Tree Hunt.   

10. We have recorded one golden rain 

tree (photos left & right).  It had a girth 

of 1.45m (at 1.5m) in 2011 and was added 

to our veteran tree database as 

“significant”. When the ‘Commemorative 

and Special Trees’ database was set up, 

it was moved there, into the ‘unusual 

species’ category, where it is W059.  It 

overhangs Waitrose’s car park in 

Wokingham Town and surely qualifies 

for inclusion in the TROBI list as a 

County Champion. 
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Clockwise from top lhs: MRN 5845 pollarded Sweet Chestnut (10.4m); MRN 1413 Cedar of Lebanon (7.9m); 

MRN 1887 Oriental Plane (6.8m); MRN 432 pollarded English Oak (6.7m); MRN 1134 pollarded English Oak 

(6.3m); MRN 2479 Wellingtonia (7.2m); MRN 4197 English Oak (3.6m) – the Arborfield Bound Oak; MRN 2199 

coppiced Ash (6.2m); MRN 649 pollarded Crack Willow (4.9m); MRN 5297 English Oak (5.5m) – the 5,000th 

tree recorded in our veteran tree database. 

Veteran Tree Veteran Tree Veteran Tree Veteran Tree 
Survey snapshotSurvey snapshotSurvey snapshotSurvey snapshot    

TTTTREES REES REES REES RRRRECORDEDECORDEDECORDEDECORDED    

7777,,,,402402402402    

2008 2008 2008 2008         2,050 

2009 2009 2009 2009         1,136 

2010 2010 2010 2010         952 

2011 2011 2011 2011         1,108 

2012 2012 2012 2012         708 

2013 2013 2013 2013         506 

2014 2014 2014 2014         475 

2015 2015 2015 2015         266 

2016 2016 2016 2016         70 

2017 2017 2017 2017         131 

 

TTTTEN YEARS RECORDING VEN YEARS RECORDING VEN YEARS RECORDING VEN YEARS RECORDING VETERAN TREESETERAN TREESETERAN TREESETERAN TREES    
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“As all conservationists know, it is easier to start a new project than to sustain an existing one.” 

Oliver Rackham (2006) “Woodlands” 

 

 

WHERE IS IT? 

Do you know where this tree is?  This one is in our database. 

Answer in the next issue. 

From the last issue:    

 Patricia Green 

An oak tree at Chenies Manor in the Chilterns Buckinghamshire, built in the 

1460s.  An oak tree that was growing nearby was left to feature in the grounds 

- and it is still there today.  The tree was already mature in the C16th when 

Elizabeth I visited the Manor with her court, and of course she is reputed to 

have sat in its shade. Two centuries later a drawing was made of the tree, 

showing some post-mature features.  This drawing hangs in the Manor near a 

window from where the tree is seen.  Now the tree looks fine from one side, 

but has the opposite side missing where only a hollow section rises from the 

remnants of its roots.  The tree measured six-and-a-half hugs (six adults and a 

young boy) on a sunny day this year (I didn’t have a tape measure!) allowing for 

its missing section. 

 

This month’s    A C R O N Y M  / I N I T I A L I S M     

LEAF – Linking Environment And Farming  

LEAF promotes sustainable agriculture, food and farming.  It has just produced “Delivering More 

Sustainable Food and Farming”, the fifth annual report on the global impacts of farming and food 

production.  The LEAF Marque standard is an environmental assurance system, allowing consumers 

to know that products bearing this marque were grown by farmers who care for the environment by 

(amongst other measures) managing hedgerows to provide good habitats and food for wildlife. 
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RECOMMENDED WEBSITES & READING 

https://uk.groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/wokinghambioforum/info - Wokingham Biodiversity Forum 

wdvta.org.uk/pdf/bearwoodwalk.pdf – Bearwood Recreation Ground Tree Walk 

www.readingtreewardens.org.uk - click on “Walks” for a drop-down list of their five tree trails 

www.leafuk.org –LEAF – Linking Environment And Farming 

www.kew.org/kew-gardens/whats-on/a-treasury-of-trees-walking-tour - Kew walking tour – free 

with normal admission 

www.cheniesmanorhouse.co.uk – Chenies Manor House and Gardens (inc video of grounds) 

Some sources used in this issue:  all web pages accessed 30-08-2017 (unless stated otherwise) 

p8-Species in Focus:  Mitchell, Alan (1974) ‘A Field Guide to the Trees of Britain and Northern Europe’ ISBN 0 00 212035 6 

http://www.tree-shop.co.uk/products_detail.asp?productheadingID=955; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagerstroemia_speciosa;  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Varnish_tree; https://www.monticello.org/site/house-and-gardens/in-bloom/goldenrain-tree; 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_Nicolas_d%27Incarville; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koelreuteria_paniculata;  

http://www.ancient-tree-hunt.org.uk/discoveries/TreeSearch; http://www.pfaf.org/user/Plant.aspx?LatinName=Koelreuteria+paniculata;  

https://www.arborday.org/trees/treeguide/TreeDetail.cfm?ItemID=841; http://www.treeregister.org/ (database accessed May 2013) 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Koelreuteriapaniculatatatuape.JPG 

Images may be subject to copyright, so please do not reproduce any without checking first. 

The views and opinions expressed in Tree Watch are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the editor 

or the official policy or position of the Wokingham District Veteran Tree Association. 

Don’t forget:  The latest database and all the latest files relating to the survey are on the Yahoo site: 

https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/WDVTA/info 

 

Details of all trees in our database are available via the web map pages:  wdvta.org.uk/WDVTS  

    Finally, and most importantly, Finally, and most importantly, Finally, and most importantly, Finally, and most importantly,     

THANK YOU  THANK YOU  THANK YOU  THANK YOU      to everyone who is out there recording our trees.to everyone who is out there recording our trees.to everyone who is out there recording our trees.to everyone who is out there recording our trees.    

We wouldn’t have a database without you.We wouldn’t have a database without you.We wouldn’t have a database without you.We wouldn’t have a database without you.    

FAQ: HOW DO I FIND DOCUMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH OUR RECORDED TREES? 

When you select a tree on our web map and click “Full Record”, any associated documents will be listed in 

the last row of that record.  Check out MRN 432 or 4119. 

You can see a list of all (currently 42) associated documents and web links by clicking on the brown icon 

below the map:- 

 

This lists the document/link titles, the contributor and the relevant MRNs.  All three columns can be 

sorted in the usual way. 


